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Personal   Study   Guide   
January   10-16,   2022   

  
Read   the   chapter   from   The   Story   in   one   sitting.   Consider   doing   the   reflection   questions   on   three   
separate   days   to   put   space   between   your   learning   and   allow   for   better   and   deeper   retention.   If   three   
separate   reflection   times   aren’t   practical,   you   may   choose   to   read   and   answer   all   three   days’   
questions   in   one   extended   personal   devotional   time.   

  
Day   One   

1. Elijah’s   bold   question   to   the   people   about   their   divided   loyalties   (page   204)   is   worth   utilizing   in   a   
regular   practice   of   self-examination.   Ask   yourself   and   answer   as   honestly   as   you   can:   Where   am   I   
wavering   in   my   complete   devotion   to   God?   What   might   happen   if   you   simply   cast   aside   
whatever   is   competing   for   your   full   devotion   to   God?     

  
2. If   ever   sincerity   and   intensity   could   make   wrong   belief   right,   the   prophets   of   Baal   would   qualify   

for   the   exemption.   But   all   their   devotion   to   the   wrong   deity   was   worthless   (page   204).   Does   it   
seem   fair   to   you   that   people   who   are   deeply   devoted   to   the   wrong   belief   system   should   be   held  
accountable   for   those   errors?   Why   or   why   not?   

  
Day   Two   

1. Elijah’s   deep   depression   right   after   his   amazing   spiritual   victory   on   Mount   Carmel   is   striking   (page   
206).   What   might   explain   his   dreary   outlook?   Have   you   ever   had   a   similar   experience   of   
exhaustion   and   discouragement,   even   in   the   midst   of   a   season   of   great   spiritual   activity?   If   so,   
why   do   you   think   that   can   happen?   

  
2. What   do   you   make   of   Elijah’s   experience   of   God   through   a   “gentle   whisper”   rather   than   through   a   

more   spectacular   natural   display   (page   207)?   Though   Elijah   felt   spiritually   alone,   what   did   God   tell   
him   to   encourage   him?   What   truth   might   God   tell   you   about   how   alone   you   feel   at   times?   

  
Day   Three   

1. The   Shunammite   woman’s   complaint   to   Elijah   when   her   son   died   is   certainly   understandable   
(page   210).   How   can   we   keep   from   getting   discouraged   when   good   gifts   from   God—which   are   
never   permanent   this   side   of   eternity—are   lost?   

  
2. Elijah’s   spiritual   understanding   that   “those   who   are   with   us   are   more   than   those   who   are   with   [the   

enemy]”   (page   212)   is   a   universal   truth   applicable   to   every   true   child   of   God   at   all   times   (see   also   
Romans   8:31).   In   what   way   do   you   need   to   be   reminded   that   God   has   “allies”   for   your   well-being,   
regardless   of   how   numerous   or   powerful   those   are   who   oppose   you?   

    


